Abstract-For the problem o f est i mat i on sequence e ff ect on channel est i mation accuracy and echo cancellation effect, the paper, based on the basic pr i nciple of echo cancellation, analyses the effect of mechan i sm and its correlation of PN sequence work i ng channel est i mation on the channel est i mation parameters, and compares it with the echo cancellation method wh i ch uses the i nput signal i tself as the est i mation sequence. With the i nput signal OFDM, the result of s i mulation and actual operation show that the method can effectively i ncrease both the accuracy of channel est i mation and echo cancellation effect.
INTRODUCTION
In the long distance communications and digital co-channel repeater, the receive a strong multi-path echoes, seriously affect the signal quality of the communications because the physical location relationship of the transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna add the refraction and reflection of the ground. The echo is interference signal with frequency through multiple attenuation and returns to the input. Conventional duplexers or filters can filter out the interference signal outside the work band, it is difficult to filter out the signal in the work band. So the echo cancellation system is specially designed to eliminate the echo effect on the system. The basic idea to achieve echo cancellation system is that leading the error signal and the output signal to the filter through the pseudo channel. Through estimating the actual attenuation channel and adjusting the filter parameters, the signal similar to echo is generated in the filer, which is to offset the echo. Obviously the degree of echo cancellation is affected by the accuracy of the channel estimation. The estimated sequence is needed in the estimated channel. Moreover, the correlation with other signals and auto correlation of the sequence are required as small as possible [ 1] . General system is often estimated, using the input signal as the estimate sequence to estimate channel [2] , the relevance of the input signal is not ideal so that the accuracy of estimated channel is not satisfied, therefore, many researchers have proposed using the PN sequence of good correlation as the estimated sequence to estimate the channel [3 5 ]. The existing literature show that using PN sequence as the estimated sequence is feasibility and the results are produced by combining with all kinds of adaptive algorithm, the problem of the estimated sequence effect on the estimated sequence accuracy is not specifically analyzed .The paper combine the PN sequence with the adaptive algorithm, analyze the mechanism of the PN sequence and the reasons of estimated channel accuracy, and apply in the echo cancellation system. The results of simulation and practical operation after using the OFDM signal as the input signal prove that using the PN sequence as the input signal can effectively increase the accuracy of the estimated sequence, improve both the effect of echo cancellation and the communication quality.
IT. PRINCIPAL OF ECHO CANCELLATION
In the digital repeater channel estimation and the principle of echo cancellation are shown in Figure 1 . Among them, the sequence of echo cancellation is h H (n), the input signal is sen), and the value of echo estimated signal out of filter is y(n). The figure shows that the input signal sen) superposition with the echo interference after subtraction the estimated value is very close to the y(n)as yen) is the estimated value of the echo. Estimated sequence generated by the estimated sequence generator ,one channel of which all the way enter the weight coefficient update module and the other channel superposition with the e(n)are viewed as the output signal to launch out. At the same time u(n)is introduced to the adaptive algorithm module to estimate echo. The e(n) is generated by the estimated value of y(n)subtraction with the d(n)of next time continuously offset the echo inference. First order weights of filter can simulate a fading channel to offset the echo, the more order weights is designed, the effect of echo cancellation is the better. As the hardware resources are limited and the interference is weak after 48 decay channel, the order is designed to 48. The algorithm of least mean square LMS [5 6 ] can be used in the adaptive filter. The formula of LMS algorithm is:
yen) is the filter output, e(n) is the error signal, w H en) presents the filter of each order weights, x(n)is the filter input, Il is the step length, increasing the value of which can increase the amount of the signal echo(n) = hH (n)x(n) (4) this file and download the file for "MSW USltr format". Ill. THE MECHNICAL OF SEQUENCE I PN sequence is a pseudo-random code, which has similar properties of random signals. Taking any two different times to compare are not completely similar, so using it to estimate the channel is less prone to confuse the two signals. Tn the other words, that is less to prone to interfere with each other and produce false positives. Using M sequence as the estimated sequence in the article, which is one kind of PN sequence. The input signal x(n) itself is viewed as the estimated sequence in traditional systems. After the estimated sequence is replaced by the PN sequence, the formula is expressed as:
It can be seen that: x(n)in the original (3) is replaced by pen) and u(n) instead of x(n)in the formula I. The signal u(n) is the filter input, which is the sum of the signal x(n)and pen) used in the estimated channel. Then the echo interference signal is expressed as:
The (5)�(8) are deduced to explain the mechanism of PN sequence. Though weight coefficients of the filter should be 48 bands, here only the first two bands are listed in the derivation of weights, 2 Ii is a constant that can be ignored in the derivation.
In the first 2,3,5,6 term of the formula 13, the accumulation of each will fluctuate and not always increase as Pn(n)*Pn(n) and the multiplier are not related. But in the item 4, the auto correlation of Pn(n) and Pn(n) is very good, and they must be positive after multiplying, the sum of Pn(n)*Pn(n) will always be cumulative. When the condition of h\::o-w\(n-l) is satisfied, it makes the value w\(n) has been increased, w\(n)and w\(n I )is the weight coefficient of the same order at different times. Therefore, w\(n-I )also increase. The subtraction value of hI and w\(n-l)makes w\(n)close to hi, but when the condition of hl:SwI(n-l)is satisfied, it makes wI(n-l)decreased, The subtraction value of hI and wI(n-l)makes wI(n)close to hi. In the same way, it makes w2(n)close to h2in the formula 14. Thus that produces the estimated signal of y(n)that is very close to echo. They offset each other to achieve the effect of echo cancellation.
If using the signal x(n)as the estimated sequence, x(n)does not have randomness. The input signal multiply other signals or their own signal at different times, the correlation of which is not small. We do analog analysis for the formula 13 find that the weight coefficient fluctuates, reduce the accuracy of the fading channel estimation and affect the results of echo cancellation. Therefore the simulation can take an absolute value less than 1 of a number two as the attenuation coefficient. : i i : . .
IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS OFDM(Orthogonal Frequency
'bt'(l<l11�d Fl€qu�cr (>:;II r�d'E'imp�) Figure 2 power spectrum ofOFDM modulated signal hear the echo of your voice, and listening to the radio will hear intermittent noise, sometimes the signal which can not be restored cause the communication interruption. Therefore, the echo interference signal must be processed.
The way of echo cancellation is required to eliminate echo interference, using PN sequence as the estimated sequence produce estimated echo is shown in Fig.5 . It can be seen that it is very close to Fig. 3 . The tendency effect of offsetting is better than the receive signal e(n), which can be seen in Fig. 6 .
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• ' ( .. . � . FigureS estimated echo power spectrum of PN sequence estimation for channel ---: In order to observe the effect of using the PN sequence as the estimation channel, it can make a contrast to the result of using the input signal as the estimation sequence. According to the (1) to (4),M files of using the PN sequence as the estimation sequence is written in the same way, the simulation result is shown in Fig. 7 to 8. Fig. 7 is compared with Fig. 5 874 for estimated echo, the latter is closer to echo interference (Fig.   3 ). Matrix norm can be introduced to the comparison. when PN sequence is used to estimate channel, the error norm of estimated echo matrix( expressed as Y I) and echo interference Matrix(expressed as E) is IIE-YIII=8.24709851 I 325040e+0.3 if a number of 70,000 is taken out, to an contrast , when the input is used as the estimated consequence the error nonn of echo matrix( expressed as Y2)and echo interference matrix(expressed as E) is IIE-Y211=9.749038213357030e+0.3, obviously, the fomer norm is smaller. The smaller the value is, the closer the value of the previous subtration two matrixes and the higher the estimation accuracy is, which shows that the estimation of using the PN sequence as the estimated sequence is close to the echo interference. When the input is used as the estimated sequence the tendency effect of echo cancellation signal e(n)and the received signal after echo cancellation is shown in Fig. 8 , contrast to Fig. 6 , using PN sequence to estimate channel is better. isolation, band fluctuations and stray out of band. Isolation is power ratio of the input and the output, it retlects the input amplification range in the system. the greater the isolation is ,the bigger the system allows the maximum output power.
Band fluctuations and stray out of band reflect the interfered level of signal, the smaller they are, the less the interference is.
Using the signal itself and the PN sequence as the estimated sequence make a technical comparison , which is shown in the It can be seen from Table 1 , usmg the PN sequence as the estimated sequence cause the system isolation to increase. This is due to the enhanced effect of echo cancellation and the decreased disturbance, which make the output effect on the input decreased, the output power increased, and isolation enhanced .As using the PN sequence to estimate the channel improve the estimation accuracy and enhance the filter's effect the band tluctuation and stray reduce, using PN sequence to estimate the channel is mentioned in the simulation above, the glitch is greatly reduced, indicating that the system performance achieve the desired effect.
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